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ABSTRACT: Hydropower, biomass, biogas, biofuels, wind power, sun based energy and geothermal energy 

are the major assets to give Backa locale the vast majority of its. Backa reaches out somewhere in the range of 

458160 and 468220 of the northern scope and 188360 and 208370 of the eastern longitude. It possesses the 

north-eastern piece of Vojvodina, for example the most north-western piece of the Republic of Serbia. That is 

verifiable geographic domain verged on the Danube on its western and eastern side, the Tisa on its eastern side 

and with the state line towards Hungary on the north. In this paper, the attention will be on inexhaustible 

sources, explicitly geothermal energy in Backa locale. The paper dissects the qualities of warm mineral waters 

in Backa, the condition and potential outcomes of their abuse in spa the travel industry, and in other monetary 

branches. The convention of thermo-mineral waters misuse in spas and public showers is or maybe long. 

Today, this kind of thermo-mineral waters misuse in Backa is the vastest spread. Lasting, for example constant 

exploiters of warm mineral waters in Backa are essentially balneal restoration focuses and exploiters utilizing 

the water for innovative purposes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The investigates and investigations of mineral waters have gotten more extensive different after 

The Second World War, which is justifiable, as a consequence of developing interest of existing 

and expected shoppers for their numerous employments. The current and recently acquired 

information about them, beginning from the states of their arrangement and presence, through 

the states of their rebuilding to the chance of the utilization what's more, assurance, have 

empowered certain speculations on the planet level, which brought to huge movements in 

raising the degree of hypothetical information about them. In that have particularly dominated 

nations known for the huge number of events and known mineral waters stores, among them 

there is likewise our nation.  

 

Current techniques for exploration and social occasion of analysts of various logical orders 

have prompted better and more adaptable information of waters, which additionally happened 

in our general vicinity [1]. That bearing, which has been reached unexpectedly during the 

previous years, is to an ever increasing extent present in our training, unambiguously 

constraining the requirement for interdisciplinary methodology in examination, misuse and 

protection of mineral waters. The extraordinary events of mineral and warm springs on the 

region of our nation, and especially the Serbia legitimate is adapted by complex geo-structural 
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condition of the territory, that is events of bigger number of interlaced profound portions and 

crevices of auxiliary nature and furthermore the events associated with the presence of previous 

volcanism. These springs contrast as per liberality, water temperature, compound structure, and 

as indicated by the method of treatment impact it has on the human living being. Their 

therapeutic impact has been taken note sometime in the past. That is the reason uncommon 

settlements named with various terms have arisen near them, today we utilize only the term – 

spa. The history of researches of thermo mineral waters in Backa [2].  

 

The principal discoveries about the presence of thermo mineral waters in Vojvodina have been 

acquired toward the finish of the nineteenth and the start of the twentieth century by exhausting 

of artesian wells. In the look for artesian water, the drillers have regularly arrived at the 

profundity of 400 and even 600 m, in which they ran over warm waters Such wells were the 

regularly utilized for public bathhouses, as it is the situation in Becej, Temerin, Kanjiza, Senta, 

Prigrevica, Zmajevo, and so on. With the start of explores of oil and gas in Vojvodina in 1949 

the exhausting was going a lot further (significantly in excess of 2000 m). In that manner, new 

encounters have been acquired about the dissemination furthermore, nature of thermo mineral 

waters from greater profundities, which later empowered quicker and more proficient 

examination. The later investigates of thermo mineral waters and hydro geothermal energy in 

Vojvodina, for example Backa, have been going on in progression from 1969 until the present 

time. For moderately brief period of time, we got familiar with the states of events, geo-

temperature system and physical–substance attributes of waters, which empowered the 

exchange to second stage, the utilization of thermo mineral waters and hydro geothermal 

energy [3]. The principal efficient and coordinated explores of thermo mineral waters in 

Vojvodina have started in 1969, when ''Naftagas'' from Novi Sad on the proposal of Provincial 

Committee of Energetics has acknowledged the programming, financing and acknowledgment 

of venture for examination and utilization of thermo mineral waters in Vojvodina.  

 

The principal research bore by this task was acted in Subotica in 1969. Before the finish of 

1998, 73 hydro warm drills with 62847 m have been bored. The biggest number of drills has 

been bored in Backa (42), at that point in Banat (18), and the most modest number in Srem 

(13). Likewise, 23 frameworks for the utilization of thermo mineral waters have been 

fabricated, somewhat for fiery, and incompletely for balneo-helpful and sports–sporting 

necessities. The biggest force of well-penetrating was in period between 1977 furthermore, 

1990, when there were 2–7 well-bores a year. From 1991 when NIS-''Naftagas'' quit financing 

exhausts totally, the force of penetrating has declined. The absence of assets of likely clients, 

who at that point needed to back boring themselves, incompletely or totally, the high 

introductory ventures and difficulty of acquiring advances, have prompted fast decay of rhythm 

of advancement [4]. 

 

Characteristics of Backa thermo mineral waters: 
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The useful impact of particular kinds of water on human life form depends on their particular 

physical–compound attributes. Certain classes of mineral, warm and thermo mineral waters, 

which because of suitable physical–substance attributes show therapeutic impact on human life 

form in bigger sum than standard, as indicated by specific creators, are called restorative. 

Applying radioactive isotopes it has been resolved that specific mineral substances from water, 

for instance sulfur hydrogen, iodine, carbon dioxide and arsenic, enter during the shower 

through the solid human skin into the life form and influence it effectively. Contingent on the 

actual qualities and substance structure, therapeutic waters are utilized as extra cure and clinical 

recovery of numerous intense and constant diseases. They are applied in outer technique 

(washing the whole body or certain parts, practicing in pool and submerged footholds) and 

inward use (drinking, sprinkling, gastritis flush, bowel purge and sputtering). Notwithstanding 

utilizing therapeutic waters in spas are likewise utilized peloides (recuperating mud). There are 

likewise different sorts of peloides relying on mineral–compound structure[5]. Peloides of the 

Kanjiza spa are known for its quality. Therapeutic waters and peloides influence the human 

life form in such way that they incite neighborhood changes on skin and mucous layer by direct 

impact of mechanical, warm and substance factor.  

 

Affected by these balneo-sensible variables goes to the adjustment in cell and out-cell fluid of 

the creature and to complex responses of change, because of incitement of receptors (thermo 

and repairman receptors of the skin, chemoreceptors and baro-receptors). It implies that balneo-

sensible elements have nearby and general impact on human life form. To assess the nature of 

restorative waters balneo-intelligent measures are applied with which the accompanying 

components are esteemed: water temperature, pH esteem, complete mineralization, at that point 

full scale parts, for example the presence of particles, sodium, calcium, magnesium, hydro 

carbonates, chlorides, sulfates and toward the end, the presence of miniature parts of iodine, 

bromine, lithium, fluorine, strontium, meta silicon and meta boric corrosive, and from gases 

carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen and oxygen. As per balneo-intelligent measures 

warm mineral waters in Backa fulfill the greater part of rules and contain bigger number of 

recorded remedial parts [6]. 

 

 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

There have been many paper published in the field of thermal–mineral waters in Backa 

Region and Their Exploitation in Spa Tourism among all the papers a paper titled 

“Characteristics of thermal–mineral waters in Backa region (Vojvodina) and their exploitation 

in spa tourism” by Kristina Kosˇic´ *, Tatjana Pivac, Jovan Romelic´, Lazar Lazic´, Vladimir 

Stojanovic discusses The fuel sources can be part into three classes: petroleum derivatives, 

inexhaustible sources, and atomic sources. Hydropower, biomass, biogas, biofuels, wind 

power, sun oriented energy and geothermal energy are the significant assets to furnish 

Vojvodina with the majority of its sustainable power later on. In this paper, the attention will 

be on inexhaustible sources, explicitly geothermal energy in Backa district.  
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Complex geographical structure of the landscape in Serbia and other conditions and calculates 

which any way impact the appearance, system and subjectively quantitative and different 

highlights of thermo mineral waters in this area, which are likewise different concurring to its 

mineral–compound structure, temperature, presence of gases what's more, comparative. As 

indicated by truly great conditions and in concordance with arranged improvement of Serbia 

dependent on utilizing its common possibilities whose objective is more reasonable and 

practical advancement and expanding its own public abundance by and large, among need 

crude materials of basic social significance, ought to likewise be considered thermo mineral, 

mineral and gas waters, as likewise geothermal energy. Serbia is known for an incredible 

number of thermo mineral springs, even in European extent. Notwithstanding, just the 

abundance of these theme esteems isn't sufficient to utilize more soundly all possibilities of spa 

and atmosphere places. Mineral waters, in the broadest feeling of the word, have consistently 

stood out of wide hover of scientists and clients [7]. 

CONCLUSION 

In the region of Backa spa the travel industry isn't investigated adequately also, we can't be 

happy with the all-out consequences of the improvement of spa the travel industry. Reasons 

are various – huge number of springs isn't valorized and there seems, by all accounts, to be 

unused potential, vacationer offer is uneven and inadequate, separation of sanatorium and 

vacationer capacities are unacceptable, traveler promoting is insufficient, there is authoritative 

and staff fault, absence of vital orderly and proceeded explores of local and nearby character, 

regarding not just valorization of likely saves, yet additionally regarding keeping the existing 

ones, nonappearance of satisfactory arranged and customized records vital for improvement 

and comparable. All these components speak to restricting variables for the improvement of 

spa the travel industry in Backa, and which ought to be considered in the future arranging. Spas 

ought to be premise of advancement of the travel industry, as in Backa, Vojvodina, and the 

whole Serbia, yet a couple of 30 assigned in Serbia, in the correct feeling of the word are spas. 

Level of utilization of thermo mineral waters in Backa is very inconsistent, from crude, chaotic 

method of their utilization to coordinated use in current clinical focuses or in places for 

diversion. In Backa ''Kanjiza'' and ''Junakovic'' are spas with the most complete traveler offer, 

they have the most evolved lodging limits and the accompanying framework, amazingly 

significant level of clinical administrations, staff and hardware is reached, which prompted 

increasing of their vacationer capacities, so we can discuss polyvalent the travel industry. 
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